DIAMOND DUNE

(Diamond Stake, 1st)

 **ATHENS BLUE CHIP p,2,1:50.2 ($13,700) by**

3rd Dam

ATHENA BLUE CHIP

2nd Dam

WESTERN GODDESS by

1st Dam

By DUNESIDE PERCH p,2,1:50.2 ($160,325) by Cam's Card Shark p,3,1:50. Sire of 75 in 2:00; 28 in 1:55 including

MELINA MERCOURI

ATHENA BLUE CHIP

PRAYING COLONEL

Flute Blue Chip p,2,2:06.1h (m, Magical Mike). Dam of

RIBBONS N PEARLS

SEAFOOD LOVER

WESTERN SAPPHIRE

JO PA'S FOD

Sending Secrets (h, I Am A Fool). Now 3.

LIBERAL

WESTERLEY CAM

STELLA BLUE CHIP

SAMPRAS BLUE CHIP

ENLIGHTENED CAM

ATHENA'S ART

SHREDDER

ART'S CHIP

p,4,1:52.3f, ($171,907), NOTE winners, including:

IDEAL ART

NYSS at Saratoga; race timed 1:50.

3 NYSS; race timed 1:51.2. At 3, winner 2 NYSS; second in Empire Breeders Classic (elim.) and NYSS; third in

MOMENT

second n NYSS at Saratoga; third in Mayflower LC (leg) at Pocono. Dam of

Final Canadian Pacing Derby, Haston Memorial, etc.; race timed 1:48.2.

Championship; third in William Haughton (elim.) and Canadian Pacing Derby (elim.). At 5, second in elim. and

America Cup (elim.), Provincial Cup (elim.), Messenger (elim.), etc.; race timed 1:50.1. At 4, winner U.S. Pacing

winner Simpson, Jug Preview and an Invitational; second in Review Futurity, Horseman Futurity, American

4, winner 4 Meadowlands Opens and set world record for 4YO mares. Dam of 15 foals, 8 winners. Dam of:

Mistletoe Shalee and Scarlett O'Hara Final; third in American-National S., Tarport Hap S. and Cinderella S. At

Lady, Hanover Filly S., heat Hayes Memorial and elims. of Scarlett O'Hara and Mistletoe Shalee; second in

winner American-National, Int'l Stallion and Hayes Memorial; second in Bluegrass S. At 3, winner Courageous

Marshall and 2YO Open at Fayetteville; second in IL Topline S. at Altamont; third at Martinsville and DuQuoin;

Racing.

p,2,1:51.4, ($75,000 Yearling. Dam of 6 of racing age including a 3-year-old. Dam of:

ENLIGHTENED CAM p,2,1:57.2; 3,1:53.2f; 1:52.2 (h, E Dee's Cam) ($127,167), 16 wins. At 2, winner only
purse start in 1:57.3f by 5 1/4 lengths. At 3, winner 8 races including Young Guns Series (2 legs); third in leg) at

Sudbury and OSS Grassroots at Windsor; third in CSS Grassroots at London with seasonal earnings of $60,350.

Racing.

WESTERLEY CAM p,3,1:57; 4:1:54.4 (g, E Dee's Cam) ($55,824). 3 wins. At 3, race timed 1:54 (3 times).

LIBERAL p,2,1:55.2; 3,1:52.4 (g, I Am A Fool) ($68,493). 14 wins. At 2, winner IL Topline S. at

Marshall and 2YO Open at Fayetteville; second in IL Topline S. at Albatross; third at Martinsville and DuQuoin;


Sending Secrets (h, I Am A Fool). Now 3.

2nd Dam

ATHENA BLUE CHIP p,2,1:54.2; 3,1:51.4, 4,1:50.3 ($457,118) by Goalie Jeff p,3,1:51.2, World Champion. At 2, winner American-National, int Stallion and Hayes Memorial; second in Bluegrass S. At 3, winner Courageous Lady, Hanover Filly S.; heat Hayes Memorial and elims. of Scarlet O'Hara and Mistletoe Shalee; second in

MELINA MERCOURI

ATHENA BLUE CHIP

PRAYING COLONEL

Flute Blue Chip p,2,2:00.4h; 3,1:55.1; 4,1:53.3f (m, Goalie Jeff) ($138,294). At 2, winner 4 NYSS events; third

in Lady Moxie S.; second timed in 1:56h. Dam of ART'S CHIP p,2,1:59.1, 3,1:52.2; 4,1:49.3 (h, Artsplace) ($736,999). 13 wins. At 2, race timed 1:56.1. At 3, winner Simpson, Jug Preview and an Invitational; second in Review Futurity, Horseman Futurity, American National (elim.) and North America Cup (Corp.). third in $542,500 Breeders Crown, American-National, North America Cup (elim.), Provincial Cup (elim.), Messenger (elim.), etc.; race timed 1:50.1. At 4, winner U.S. Pacing Championship; third in William Haughton (elim.) and Canadian Pacing Derby (elim.). At 5, second in elim. and Final Canadian Pacing Derby, Halston Memorial, etc.; race timed 1:49.2.

JO PA'S FOD p,2,1:55.1h; 3,1:51.2 (g, Art Major) ($202,156). 7 wins. At 2, winner Geers S. and NYSS; second in

3 NYSS; race timed 1:54.1. At 3, winner 2 NYSS, second in Empire Breeders Classic (elim.) and NYSS; third in

NYSS at Saratoga; race timed 1:50.2.

PRAYING COLONEL p,3,1:56.1f (g, Art Official) ($29,219) 3 wins. Racing.

ATHENA'S ART p,3,1:56.4f (h, Artsplace) ($20,072). 4 wins. At 2, race timed 1:56h. At 3, race timed 1:54.2. Dam of

ARTS LUCK

MISTER MERCOURI

p,3,1:52.3 ($296,661), WORLD CHAMPION. As above.

OVERSEAS BLUE CHIMP p,2,1:57; 3,1:53.2; 4,1:53.5f (m, Western Ideal) ($9,257). At 2, race timed 1:56.

THE ONE DESIRE p,3,1:57h (h, Real Desire) ($13,111) 10 wins. At 4, race timed 1:56.4f. Racing.

SHREDDER p,3,1:57.3 (g, Artsplace) ($12,541). At 3, race timed 1:54.1.

WESTERN SAPPHIRE p,3,1:57.3f (m, Western Ideal) ($82,237), 2 wins. At 2, race timed 1:56.2.

3rd Dam

ATHENS BLUE CHIP p,3,2:02.3h; 4,2:00.2h ($13,700) by On The Road Again p,4,1:51.4. Dam of 12 foals, 9

winners, including:

ATHENA BLUE CHIP p,2,1:54.2; 3,1:54.7f; 4,1:50.3 (m, Goalie Jeff) ($457,118) World Champion. As above,

MELINA MERCOURI p,2,1:54.3; 3,1:55.1; 4,1:51.1 (m, Goalie Jeff) ($234,174). 14 wins. Dam of HIGH ENERGY

p,2,1:52.3; TOO COOL p,2,1:54.3f; MISTER MERCOURI p,3,1:53.2f, etc.

SEAFOOD LOVER p,2,200.0h; 3,1:55.1; 4,1:53.3f (m, Goalie Jeff) ($183,294). At 2, winner 4 NYSS events; third

in Lady Moxie S.; second timed in 1:56h. Dam of SEAFOOD ATHENA p,3,1:52.3 and THE BIG SOW p,3,1:56.3.

SAMPRIAS BLUE CHIP p,2,1:57.3f; 3,1:54.5h (h, Western Ideal) ($122,739). At 2, race timed 1:52.3.

STELLA BLUE CHIMP p,2,1:50.1f; 3,1:54.1f (m, Pro Bono Best) ($75,000 Yearling. Dam of 6 of racing age including a 3-year-old. Dam of:

MISTY BRETTE

WESTERN IDEAL

p,4,1:54.3f, ($177,007), CLINTON'S FORMULA p,4,1:54.2 ($56,535), etc.

ENGAGEMENTS

Illinois Conceived & Foaled – Downstate Classic